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ABSTRACT 

 

The feature selection or extraction is the most important task in Opinion mining and Sentimental Analysis 

(OSMA) for calculating the polarity score. These scores are used to determine the positive, negative, and 

neutral polarity about the product, user reviews, user comments, and etc., in social media for the purpose 

of decision making and Business Intelligence to individuals or organizations. In this paper, we have 

performed an experimental study for different feature extraction or selection techniques available for 

opinion mining task. This experimental study is carried out in four stages. First, the data collection process 

has been done from readily available sources. Second, the pre-processing techniques are applied 

automatically using the tools to extract the terms, POS (Parts-of-Speech). Third, different feature selection 

or extraction techniques are applied over the content. Finally, the empirical study is carried out for 

analyzing the sentiment polarity with different features. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this emerging trend, OMSA plays a vital role in social media contents, and it is used to 

determine the polarities of the contents into positive, negative and neutral for the product, user 

reviews, user comments, and etc. The sentiments are usually studied at the document level, 

sentence level, entity and feature or aspect level. The feature selection or extraction is one of the 

most important tasks in OMSA. An entity is the hierarchical representation of components and 

subcomponents. Each component is associated with set of attributes, whereas the large amount of 

documents is processed for sentiment with different features such as n-grams, part-of-speech, 

location based features, lexicon based features, syntactic features, structural or discourse features, 

and etc., [10].     

 

In this paper, the experimental study is carried out with a freely available dataset for different 

feature selection techniques. This work is presented as a framework into the data collection 

process, pre-processing, feature selection, and experimental study for the performance evaluation. 

In section 2, the OMSA related works are presented. In section 3, the OMSA framework is 

described for data collection process, pre-processing technique and feature selection methods. In 

section 4, the experimental study is carried out. In section 5, the conclusion is presented with 

future challenges and developments. 
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2. RELATED WORKS  
 

In OMSA, many feature selection or extraction techniques available. But only few related works 

are presented in this paper as follows. Jose M. Chenlo et al [10] demonstrated wide range of 

features such as n-grams, Part-of-speech, Location based features, Lexicon based features, 

Syntactic features, Structural or discourse features, and etc., for sentiment classification. In [9], 

the OMSA approach is presented with different frameworks and algorithms as a review and their 

results were compared and analyzed for readily available datasets. Farhan Hassan Khan et al. [4] 

proposed a new TOM framework to predict the polarity of words into positive or negative 

feelings in tweets, and to improve the accuracy level of this classification by using the noun and 

adjective features. Malhar Anjaria et al. [13] introduced a model to predict the election result by 

applying the user influence factor (re-tweets and each party garners) and extracting opinions 

using direct and indirect feature on the basis of the supervised algorithms such as simple 

probabilistic model, Uniform classification model, achieves maximum margin hyper plane, feed 

forward network, and dimensionality reduction by using the unigram, bigram and a unigram + 

bigram features. Tapia-Rosero A et al. [18] employed a method to detect similarity shaped 

membership functions in group decision making process by applying the get shape-string and 

feature-string algorithms. Jun ma et al. [11] stated a method to reduce the chance of applying 

inappropriate decisions in the multi-criteria group decision making (MCGDM) in three levels. 

Whereas the term set will be divided into several semantic-equal groups for the criterion, 

identifies an appropriate criterion, and each individual criterion to observe similarity of two 

opinions.  

 

Xiaolin Zheng et al. [20] presented an unsupervised dependency analysis-based approach to 

extract appraisal expression pattern such as domain, aspect word, sentiment word, background 

word, and review. Vinodhini G et al. [19] introduced two frameworks by the combination of 

classifiers with principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension of feature set. By 

extracting the features from opinions expressed by users, and providing the positive, negative and 

neutral values of nouns, adjectives and verbs, Isidro Penalver-Martinez et al. [8] presented an 

innovative method called ontology based opinion mining to improve the feature-based opinion 

mining by employing the ontologies in selection of features and to provide a new vector analysis-

based method for sentiment analysis. Alvaro Ortigosa et al. [1] introduced a new method is called 

sentiment extraction and change detection for extracting sentiments from texts. Using random 

independent, weighted versions, and random subspaces of the feature space respectively, Gang 

Wang et al. [5] conducted the comparative assessment to measure the performance of three 

ensemble methods (Bagging, Boosting, and Random Subspace) with five learners. Daekook Kang 

et al. [3] presented a new framework by combining the VIKOR ranking method and sentiment 

analysis for measurement of customer satisfaction in mobile services using the dictionary of 

attributes and dictionary of sentiment words which are expressed in verb phrases, adjective 

phrases and adverbial phrases. Sheng Huang et al. [17] proposed an automatic construction 

strategy of domain specific sentiment lexicon based on constrained label propagation by using 

sentiment term extraction nouns and noun phrases, adjectives, adverbs and its phrases. Arturo 

Montejo-Raez et al. [2] employed a method for sentiment classification by using weights of Word 

Net graph. 

 

3. OMSA FRAMEWORK  
 

The OMSA framework consists of the data collection process, pre-processing techniques, feature 

selection or extraction, and evaluation. This process is shown in Fig. 1, and described below in 

detail.  
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Figure  1. OMSA Framework 

 

3.1 Data Collection Process and Pre-processing 
 

The data collection process is the first stage in OMSA approach. In this stage, a freely available 

dataset is used for preprocessing the data. This readily available dataset is accessed for the 

purpose of experimental study. The collected dataset serves as input to the pre-processing stage 

and further the feature selection or extraction method has been applied over it to classify the 

polarity into positive, negative, and neutral. In this stage, the large amount of data is processed 

using the tools Gate Tool [7] and Semantria API [21].These tools are processing the data very 

quickly. Further, the process is analyzed for various feature extraction or selection method as 

discussed in section 3.3. The processing time is also compared in the above mentioned tools.   

 

3.2 Feature Extraction methods 
 

In this stage, all the documents available in the corpus are represented as Bag of words (BOW), 

and it is easy and very efficient method in text classification [3]. For this BOW, the sophisticated 

feature method needs to be applied to understand the documents in sentiment classification task. 

In this work, the POS, entity, phrases, weighting schemes and document features are considered 

for sentiment classification task.  

 

3.2.1 Parts of Speech (POS) 

 

In Parts of Speech (POS), the entire document content is represented as unigrams and N-grams, 

and which are divided into three groups. Group 1 consists of single words is called unigrams, and 

Group 2 consists of multiword is also called as N-grams. In this feature sets, the most relevant 

features are considered for sentiment classification.  

 

3.2.2. Document Level 
 

The document level features are considered to classify the textual reviews on a single topic into 

positive, negative, and neutral. In general, the document features determines the overall sentiment 

polarity.  

 

3.2.3. Phrase Level 
 

The phrase level features are used to determine whether an expression is positive, negative or 

neutral. Fourth, the entity features are used to extract name, location, address, and etc.  

 

3.2.4. Weighting Scheme 

 
The weighting scheme feature (tf-idf) for single word and multiword are considered for the 

sentiment classification in the document. The tf-idf value is calculated based on the below 

mentioned formula.  
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)
df

N(2Log  Frequency)Document  (Inverse IDF =  

(t) IDF  d)(t, tf  d)(t,Weight ×=  

Where N is the total number of documents, df is represented as document frequency and tf is 

represented as term frequency, and t represents terms and d represents documents. An 

experimental study of the above methods has been carried out in this paper and discussed in the 

next section.  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
An experimental procedure has been carried out with an extension of the OMSA approach [9]. In 

this approach, the Polarity Classification Algorithm (PCA) and evaluation procedure is applied to 

verify the accuracy. The evaluation procedure is tested with four different datasets namely Apple, 

Google, Microsoft, and Twitter. The contents or texts in the dataset are focused only on the topic 

of the companies as named above. Each datasets contained the tweet sentiment (positive, 

negative, neutral, and irrelevant) of the count 1313, 1381, 1415, and 1404 respectively. These 

datasets attained the accuracy of 96.73%, 96.89%, 96.96%, and 96.93% with the average 

accuracy of 96.88%. Also, the obtained average precision, recall, and F-measure are compared 

[9].        

 

By using the above work as a model finding, the semantria trip advisor dataset is used for the 

sentiment polarity classification, and which contains 200 review documents. These documents are 

processed in GATE tool [7]. In this tool, unigrams, N-grams, and weighting scheme (tf-idf) are 

extracted using the plug-ins called TermRaider and PMI Score. Then, the extracted features are 

processed in Semantria API for the sentiment polarity [21]. The large amount of data is processed 

in less time for polarity classification. In this experiment, POS based features, entity, phrases, 

document features and weighting schemes are only considered as features. The dataset is 

classified into positive, negative, and neutral for the above mentioned features. The polarity 

scores are calculated as 1 for positive, -1 for negative, and 0 for neutral. The classification 

performance is evaluated and analyzed by using the confusion matrices, precision, recall, F-

measure, and accuracy across the various features and the results are tabulated in Table 1 and 

Table 3.          
Table 1. Types of features with count                                  Table 2. Confusion matrix 

 

 
 

The class X, Y, and Z are represented as positive, negative, and neutral respectively in confusion 

matrices as shown in Table 2. The diagonal elements tpX, tpY, tpZ indicates that the correctly 

classified data for each class and the remaining elements are incorrectly classified data. 

 

eZX+eYX+tpX

tpX
  XPrecision =  
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Where tpX is the number of true positive predictions for the class X and eYX, eZX are false 

positives.    

eXZ+eXY+tpX

tpX
  X  Recall =   

Where tpX is the number of true positive predictions for the class X, and eXY, eXZ are false 

negatives. 

Recall +Precision 

Recall) x (Precision x 2
  measure-F =  

Neutrals False + Neutrals True + Negative False + Negative True + Positive False + Positive True

) Neutrals True + Negative True + Positive True( x 2
 Accuracy =  

Table  3. The results obtained by using the confusion matrices 

 

 
 

The OMSA approach is evaluated by using a single dataset is with six different feature levels to 

verify the predictive results. The polarity score is counted for all six features as shown in Table 1 

and then the evaluated the polarity scores with 26 trained polarity scores. In this approach, the 

three polarity scores (positive, negative, and neutral) are considered for classification. The 

irrelevant score is not considered additionally in this OMSA approach. The obtained accuracy 

level is shown Table 3 and Fig.3 for the six different features (97.96% single word, 97.90% 

multiword, 95.91% document level, 96.41% phrase level, 98.36% tf-idf single word, 98.26% tf-

idf multiword) in a single dataset. The precision, recall, and F-measure values will vary for 

different trained polarity scores and the accuracy level is considered as same all the respective 

feature sets. 
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Figure 2. The graphical representation of Precision, Recall, and F-measures (a - f) 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 
The feature selection or extraction is one of the most important tasks in Opinion mining and 

Sentimental Analysis (OSMA) for calculating the polarity score. In this paper, we implemented 

the OMSA approach and analyzed the results by using a single dataset for different feature 

extraction or selection techniques namely single word, Multiword, Document Level, Phrase 

Level, Tf-idf single word and Tf-idf Multiword. The results seems to be different for above 

mentioned features. There are many challenges and future developments possible in OMSA 

approach like short length and irregular structure of the content such as named entity recognition, 

anaphora resolution, parsing, sarcasm, sparsity, abbreviations, poor spellings, punctuation and 

grammar, incomplete sentences, and the applications in [18] strategic planning, suitability 

analysis, and applications like fuzzy control, fuzzy time series to find the similarities, [11] 

missing value and unclear answers, [20] clause level and into aspect-based review summarization, 

sentiment classification, and personalized recommendation systems, [12] corresponding guidance 

and interference, [6] ontology, [12] weight of the edges, [17] constraints knowledge between 

sentiment terms and distinguishing the aspect-specific polarities. 
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